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you can use the interactive workbook to practise what you have learnt in class. you can also test yourself and see how much you have improved. once you have completed the workbook, you will be able to download the necessary files. all the files you need to complete the course are available from the
interactive workbook on cd. you can use the interactive workbook to help you with extra practice, and review your progress as you go. you can also test yourself to see how much you have improved. this textbook incorporates the 'developing communication skills' area of the common european framework for

languages, as well as the common european framework for business. the textbook has been developed to enable a transition from school to work and gives you ready-made ideas and materials to use in this process. the major features of the text include: language and literacy skills across work literacy, business
literacy and non-work literacy. a focus on real world activities with learners in a range of work situations. an emphasis on active learning and learner participation a full model of literacy across school, work and non-work contexts. special features for people with additional learning needs to support their learning in

the workplace. a language and reading schemes of work (sow) for employer organisations to support their hiring of eal learners. business result upper intermediate audio cd download developing communication skills: a cognitive understanding of the purposes of communication.
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- -,, business result 2.0.5 third edition starter student's book - isbn: 978-0-19-473849-6 business result 2.5.1 starter class audio cds - isbn: 978-0-19-473853-8 business result 2.2 starter teacher's book - isbn: 978-0-19-473848-3 business result 2.3 starter teacher's dvd business result 2.4 business result 2.5
business result 2.6 el.st.ent. student's book - isbn: 978-0-19-473850-5 business result 2.7 el. class audio cds - isbn: 978-0-19-473854-0 business result 2.8 el. teacher's book - isbn: 978-0-19-473851-3 business result 2.9 el. teacher's dvd business result 2.10 business result 2.11 business result 2.12 el. pre-inter.

student's book - isbn: 978-0-19-473852-0 business result 2.13 el. pre.int. class audio cds - isbn: 978-0-19-473855-7 business result 2.14 el. teacher's book - isbn: 978-0-19-473853-4 business result 2.15 el. module 3: business-specific vocabulary and idioms and phrases – business phrases and idioms (business 1)
for a bit of synching of the numeracy and vocabulary building, we like to have some business-specific vocabulary. in this unit we will cover: to be in a (financial) position to be able to afford it to be able to make it to to be able to come up with to be in a position to to be in a position to do to be on the scene to be in
the running to be in a position to to be in a position to do to be in a position to do the job for a supplier to be in a position to sell to for a supplier to be in a position to sell to the business to order goods from/for a supplier to be in a position to to be in a position to do the markup on a product to be able to cover the
costs on a product to be able to cover the costs on a product to be able to cover the costs on the product to be able to, on average, cover the cost on a product to be able to, on average, cover the cost on the product to be able to cover the cost on the product we will try and introduce as many business-specific

phrases as we can, and you should be able to use these in other contexts. we have put a lot of thought into how the vocabulary is organized, and not only in these business-specific contexts, but also in other contexts, so that you may have a greater chance of finding the right vocabulary in the course of your life.
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